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Patricia Highsmith: Her Diaries and Notebooks: 1941-1995 Patricia Highsmith
2021-11-16 New York Times • Times Critics Top Books of 2021 The Times (of
London) • Best Books of the Year Excerpted in The New Yorker Profiled in The
Los Angeles Times Publishing for the centenary of her birth, Patricia
Highsmith’s diaries “offer the most complete picture ever published” of the
canonical author (New York Times). Relegated to the genre of mystery during her
lifetime, Patricia Highsmith is now recognized as one of “our greatest
modernist writers” (Gore Vidal). Beloved by fans who were unaware of the real
psychological turmoil behind her prose, the famously secretive Highsmith
refused to authorize a biography, instead sequestering herself in her
Switzerland home in her final years. Posthumously, her devoted editor Anna von
Planta discovered her diaries and notebooks in 1995, tucked in a closet—with
tantalizing instructions to be read. For years thereafter, von Planta
meticulously culled from over eight thousand pages to help reveal the
inscrutable figure behind the legendary pen. Beginning with her junior year at
Barnard in 1941, Highsmith ritualistically kept a diary and notebook—the former
to catalog her day, the latter to brainstorm stories and hone her craft. This
volume weaves diary and notebook simultaneously, exhibiting precisely how
Highsmith’s personal affairs seeped into her fiction—and the sheer darkness of
her own imagination. Charming yet teetering on the egotistical, young “Pat”
lays bare her dizzying social life in 1940s Greenwich Village, barhopping with
Judy Holliday and Jane Bowles, among others. Alongside Flannery O’Conner and
Chester Himes, she attended—at the recommendation of Truman Capote—the Yaddo
artist colony in 1948, where she drafted Strangers on a Train. Published in
1950 and soon adapted by Alfred Hitchcock, this debut novel brought recognition
and brief financial security, but left a heartsick Highsmith agonizing: “What
is the life I choose?” Providing extraordinary insights into gender and
sexuality in mid-twentieth-century America, Highsmith’s diaries convey her
euphoria writing The Price of Salt (1951). Yet her sophomore novel would have
to be published under a pseudonym, so as not to tarnish her reputation. Indeed,
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no one could anticipate commercial reception for a novel depicting love between
two women in the McCarthy era. Seeking relief from America, Highsmith catalogs
her peripatetic years in Europe, subsisting on cigarettes and growing more
bigoted and satirical with age. After a stay in Positano with a new lover, she
reflects in her notebooks on being an expat, and gleefully conjures the
unforgettable The Talented Mr. Ripley (1955); it would be this sociopathic
antihero who would finally solidify her true fame. At once lovable, detestable,
and mesmerizing, Highsmith put her turbulent life to paper for five decades,
acutely aware there must be “a few usable things in literature.” A memoir as
significant in our own century as Sylvia Plath’s journals and Simone de
Beauvoir’s writings were to another time, Patricia Highsmith: Her Diaries and
Notebooks is an historic work that chronicles a woman’s rise against the
conventional tide to unparalleled literary prominence.
The Starfire Diaries Sooz Parnam-Harris 2007-08-01 And so it begins, a
traveller in time and space. There is a place inside all of us, full of ghosts
and shadows, and who knows if we can tell what is real and what is part of the
whispers belonging to the past. What do you do when you're spiralling down into
the darkness of an uncontrolled mind and the loneliness that comes with lost
things? For Bea, the choice is between chronic illness, terminal telepathy and
the power of the winter stars.
Dog Diaries #11: Tiny Tim (Dog Diaries Special Edition) Kate Klimo 2017-08-01
Charles Dickens’s Havanese sheds light on the writing of A Christmas Carol in
this holiday themed Dog Diaries Special Edition! Like the Spirit of Christmas
Past, Timber—aka Tiny Tim—journeys from Victorian England to the present to
reveal what life was like for the man who “invented” Christmas! Given as a gift
to Dickens during a book tour, small, shaggy, “ridiculous” Timber became the
great writer’s constant companion. And whether sitting at Dickens’s feet while
the author acted out his stories before writing them down, or entertaining
Dickens’s vast litter of ten children before a blazing Yule log, Tiny Tim tells
a tale as lively as a holiday jig! With sixteen pages of Dickens-inspired
crafts and recipes, this Dog Diaries Special Edition makes the perfect
Christmas gift or stocking stuffer. With realistic black-and-white
illustrations throughout and a fact-filled appendix, this is the kind of
historical fiction that reluctant middle-grade readers beg for!
From the War Diaries of Dr H. J. Pohl Raimund R. Pohl 2008 Dr Hans J Pohls
caring nature led him to become an anthroposophical doctor. He researched the
properties of plants and developed new medicines. Hans opposed Nazism and
Communism and in the pre war years he assisted several people to escape Nazi
Germany.
Revelations Mary Jane Moffat 2011-04-20 Excerpts from the private diaries of
women, known and unknown, among them Louisa May Alcott, Sophie Tolstoy, George
Eliot, Anais Nin.
Women of the Civil War South Marilyn Mayer Culpepper 2003-12-31 Presented here
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are excerpts from diaries and letters written by Southern women from different
walks of life and areas of the country. Mary White, a fifteen-year-old girl,
attempted to get through the blockade in Wilmington, North Carolina; Nancy
Jones lived in fear amid the violence that rocked Missouri and saw her close
friends and family murdered and her young son taken prisoner by the Yankees;
Sarah Dandridge Duval and her family were refugees living near Richmond,
Virginia. The book includes personal reminiscences from Union and Confederate
women living in Winchester, Virginia, a town that reportedly changed hands 76
times during the war, and the reactions of Southern women to the surrender at
Appomattox.
My Diaries: 1888-1900, The scramble for Africa Wilfrid Scawen Blunt 1923
Terrorism Hal Marcovitz 2000-02 Describes terrorist acts from the 1972
kidnapping of Israeli Olympic athletes to the 1995 bombing of a federal
building in Oklahoma City, and explains terrorists' and the steps taken to
prevent such crimes.
Scorched Earth Jörg Baberowski 2016-11-22 German scholar Jörg Baberowski is one
of the world’s leading experts on the Stalin era, but his work has seldom been
translated into English. This book, an unremitting indictment of the mad
violence with which Stalin ruled the Soviet Union, depicts Stalinism as a cruel
and deliberate attack on Russian society, driven by “totalitarian ambitions”
and the goal of modernizing and rationalizing a backward people. Baberowski
takes a twofold approach, emphasizing Stalin’s personal role and responsibility
as well as the continuity he sees in Communist aims and ideology since 1917.
Unlike recent apologist accounts that focus on the challenges of modernization
or on the operational complexities of managing the Soviet state, this hardhitting analysis unequivocally locates the origins of the terror in the culture
of violence and the techniques of power. Detailed, well-documented, and
including many new details on the workings of the Stalinist state, this
powerful work encompasses the dictator’s brutal reign from his achievement of
total power in 1929 to his death in 1953.
My Diaries: 1888 to 1900 Wilfrid Scawen Blunt 1919
My Diaries Wilfrid Scawen Blunt 1921
The Last Days of the Romanovs Helen Rappaport 2009-02-03 A moment-by-moment
account of the last thirteen days of the Russian Imperial family's lives
examines their imprisonment, the political maneuverings of those out to save or
destroy them, and their brutal assassinations.
My Diaries: 1888-1900.-pt.2. 1900-1914 Wilfrid Scawen Blunt 1921
The Diary of Anaïs Nin Anaïs Nin 2014-12-02 The seventh and final volume of the
author’s “remarkable” diary is filled with the reflections of an older woman as
she journeys through the world (Los Angeles Times). “One of the most remarkable
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diaries in the history of letters” ends as the author wished: not with her last
two years of pain but at a joyous moment on a trip to Bali (Los Angeles Times).
As she ages, Anaïs Nin reflects on how the deeply personal and introspective
nature of her writings intertwines with her public life and her connections
with other people, including her devoted readers. “One of the most
extraordinary and unconventional writers of [the twentieth] century.” —The New
York Times Book Review Edited and with a preface by Gunther Stuhlmann
Heart of the Raincoast Alexandra Morton 2016-05-03 Originally published in
1998, this updated edition has a brand-new cover and new foreword by Alexandra
Morton. Billy Proctor was born in 1934 and has spent his entire life in a
remote coastal community called Echo Bay, BC on an island off northern
Vancouver Island. Proctor has always done the time-honoured work of generations
of upcoast men—hand-logging, fishing, clam digging, repairing boats,
beachcombing. But Billy eventually began to notice that the thriving runs of
Pacific salmon, oolichans, and herring that he remembers from his early years
were vanishing—some to near extinction—and he understood that it was time to
take action. Heart of the Raincoast is the fascinating story of Billy Proctor’s
life, and the wealth of knowledge and understanding that can only be gained
from living in such close proximity to nature. The writing is funny, touching
and honest—and offers an engaging insider’s view not only of the salmon,
whales, eagles and independent people who populate Canada’s wild and lovely
coastal rainforest, but on what we need to do to keep it as nature intended.
The Diaries of Waguih Ghali May Hawas 2016-12-29 In 1968 Egyptian novelist and
political exile Waguih Ghali committed suicide in the London flat of his
editor, friend, and sometime lover, Diana Athill. Ghali left behind six
notebooks of diaries that for decades were largely inaccessible to the public.
The Diaries of Waguih Ghali: An Egyptian in the Swinging Sixties, in two
volumes, is the first publication of its kind of the journals, casting
fascinating light on a likable and highly enigmatic literary personality.
Waguih Ghali (1930?–69), author of the acclaimed novel Beer in the Snooker
Club, was a libertine, sponger, and manic depressive, but also an extraordinary
writer, a pacifist, and a savvy political commentator. Covering the last four
years of his life, Ghali’s Diaries offer an exciting glimpse into London’s
swinging sixties. Volume 1 tells of Ghali’s life in Rheydt, West Germany,
providing unique insights from the perspective of an Egyptian immigrant on
postwar Germany and shedding light on Ghali’s own writing and personality when
he was at the peak of his depression. This volume also includes his
reminiscences of his childhood in Alexandria and Cairo, drawing in bittersweet
nostalgia a picture of a bygone era in Egypt, while in the background loom what
would become milestone events in his adopted countries in subsequent decades:
the Treblinka trials and the gains of the National Democratic Party in Germany
and the rise of the Labour Party in Britain. Including an interview conducted
by Deborah Starr with celebrated literary editor Diana Athill OBE, the Diaries
bring together those most familiar with Ghali’s life and work, and offer a
fresh take on a distinctive author and a vibrant decade.
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This War So Horrible Hiram Smith Williams 2006-09-03 "Hiram Smith Williams,
born in New Jersey, was an unusual individual. A skilled carriagemaker and
carpenter, he traveled throughout the Midwest in the 1850s as an organizer for
the Know Nothing Party and the candidacy of Martin Van Buren. When Van Buren
failed to win the presidency in 1856, Williams spent two years wandering around
Missouri, teaching school and writing poetry. In addition to his political
activities, he served as a correspondent for several midwestern newspapers."
"In 1859, Williams settled in Livingston, Alabama, where he worked as a
carriagemaker. He quickly identified with the people around him and when the
Civil War erupted in 1861, he supported the Southern cause. In 1862, he
enlisted in the 40th Alabama Infantry Regiment, and through 1863 he served on
detached duty as a skilled naval carpenter in Mobile. While in Mobile, Williams
was active in the cultural and social life of the city and frequently appeared
in plays as a semi-professional actor." "In 1864, he was reassigned to his
regiment, part of the Army of Tennessee, which was camped in Dalton, Georgia.
From February 1864 until autumn of that year, he participated in the Atlanta
campaign as a member of a Pioneer unit, which was composed of men with
construction skills. In that capacity he helped build bridges, roads, and
fortifications, came in close contact with various headquarters, and sometimes
worked as a hospital orderly. In late 1864, he accompanied the remnants of the
Army of Tennessee on its retreat from Atlanta into Alabama. He then rejoined
the 40th on duty in defense of Mobile harbor until March 1865, when he rejoined
the Army of Tennessee in its attempt to stop Sherman." "Williams was taken
prisoner just a few days before the end of the war, and spent three months in a
prison camp at Point Lookout, Maryland. His diary records the anxiety of the
prisoners in Federal camps immediately after the assassination of Abraham
Lincoln, the harsh living conditions, and the continual desire for
repatriation." "This War So Horrible is a remarkable diary. It provides a rare
look at the concerns, activities, and experiences of the common soldier in a
major Confederate Army during a critical campaign. What makes it so unusual is
that Williams was well educated and literate. He did not write terse entries in
his diary, but rather expounded at length on what he saw, felt, and hoped.
While not anti-Southern, Williams was intensely anti-war and anti-military.
Civil War students will find this diary useful because it is the only fully
descriptive record of a member of the Pioneer Corps. Little is known about how
these units operated and what the internal organization was like. The editors
have deliberately chosen to let Williams speak for himself ... and the readers
will find him lucid, cogent, compelling, and always interesting."--Jacket.
The Other California Gerald W. Haslam 1993-12-01 Oildale native, Gerald Haslam,
doesn’t like it when folks dismiss the Central Valley as boring and flat. In
this collection of essays, he argues that it is California’s heartland and
economic hub. In addition, the valley has produced a crop of gifted writers.
These nineteen essays range from reminiscences of childhood and adolescence to
a portrait of Mexican-Americans and their position in the Valley’s society to a
moving essay about having the author’s aging father come to live with the
family. Even if you have never lived in the Valley, reading this book will give
you an entirely new perspective the next time you drive into it.
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The Vanity Fair Diaries Tina Brown 2017-11-14 The diaries of the author's years
as editor-in-chief of Vanity Fair also serves as a portrait of the 1980s in New
York and Hollywood, describing her summons from London in the hopes of saving
Condé Nast's periodical and her experiences within the world of glamour
magazines
A World Gone Mad Astrid Lindgren 2017-10
Dark Matters Ira Brenner 2018-03-09 This book takes a deeper look into the
darker side of the human condition by examining the psyches of those who have
been victims or survivors of heinous acts perpetrated by others. From the
"personal Holocaust" of sexual abuse in the family, to the genocidal
persecution during "the" Holocaust, and from the shared national horror of
September 11 to the Palestinian/Israeli situation, a special model of the
traumatized mind is evolved to further our understanding of such "dark
matters". The traditional models of the mind fall short when dealing with
extraordinary people under ordinary conditions as well as with ordinary people
under extraordinary conditions. This metapsychology is organized around the
defensive operations of repression or splitting. In the model proposed here,
defensive altered states of consciousness, or dissociation seems more helpful.
A historical perspective is offered, from Freud and Breuer, with their Studies
on Hysteria, to current thinking about dissociative disorders. A developmental
line of dissociation is also explored.
A Mission in Art Vivian Alpert Thompson 1988 An illustrated account of works by
American artists who survived the Holocaust, their children, and others who
share their mission to preserve and communicate the memory of the Holocaust.
Includes a chapter "Recent Holocaust Memorials" (pp. 49-64).
In Flanders Fields: 100 Years Amanda Betts 2015-10-27 A beautifully designed
collection of essays on war, loss and remembrance to commemorate the 100th
anniversary of the writing of Canada's most famous poem. In early 1915, the
death of a young friend on the battlefields of Ypres inspired Canadian soldier,
field surgeon and poet John McCrae to write "In Flanders Fields." Within months
of the poem's December 1915 publication in the British magazine Punch it became
part of the collective consciousness in North America and Europe, and its
extraordinary power has endured over the decades and across generations. In
this anthology, Canada's finest historians, novelists and poets contemplate the
evolving meaning of the poem; the man who wrote it and the World War I setting
from which it emerged; its themes of valour, grief and remembrance; and the
iconic image of the poppy. Among the thirteen contributors: Lieutenant-General
Roméo Dallaire (ret'd) writes about the emotional meaning of the poem for war
veterans; Tim Cook describes the rich and varied life of McCrae; Frances Itani
revisits her time in Flanders, and mines the acts of witnessing and
remembering; Kevin Patterson offers a riveting depiction of the adrenalinefueled work of a WWI field surgeon; Mary Janigan reveals the poem's
surprisingly divisive effect during the 1917 federal election; Ken Dryden tells
us how lines from the poem ended up on the wall of the Montreal Canadiens'
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dressing room; and Patrick Lane recalls a Remembrance Day from his childhood in
a moving reflection on how war shapes us all. Gorgeously designed in full
colour with archival and contemporary images, In Flanders Fields: 100 Years
will reflect and illuminate the importance of art in how we process war and
loss.
The Mind-Warp Era W. Leadbeater 2003-10 W.C. "Lead" Leadbeater, learning that
the entire world is mind-warped by a psionic satellite, transforms into his
favorite comic book swamp monster, Slime-thing. Somehow, school continues in
spite of nova conditions, and he moves to Nite City, where he begins the use of
medical marijuana. He steals a device, the monad, which actually changes him
into Slime-thing--but it also changes him in ways he never expected.
Persist Peter
the author of
encouragement
seems to have

Clothier 2010 This thoughtful collection of personal essays by
the popular blog The Buddha Diaries offers gentle support and
to artists everywhere in their quest to survive in a world that
little use for their work.

The Year the World Went Mad Allen Churchill 1960 The year 1927, which produced
an amazing crop of big news stories, is portrayed as the climax of an era.
South Beach Shakedown Don Bruns 2008-04-01 USA Today best-selling author
Someone is about to make a killing in the music industry. Why would songwriting
legend Gideon Pike mysteriously disappear just when he is about to turn his 30year career into a multi-million dollar profit? Music columnist Mick Sever is
back in Don Bruns' third suspense masterpiece. This time he's looking for
answers and his missing friend in the gritty backrooms of South Beach's biggest
nightclubs, dodging suicide speedboats and running from sniper fire. What
surfaces is how the major players in the music industry are not making the
headlines, they're just pulling the strings that create them. Hit it right and
the royalties, even someone else's, can rake in millions for the rest of your
life. The key is finding Gideon before Korean mobster Jimmy Shinn does. Jimmy
is ready to cash in on the one secret that will bring Gideon to his knees and
strip away what's left of his career, his fortune, and his life. Whoever gets
to Gideon first will either save him or pull the trigger. The deadly race is
on.
The Dark Blue Winter Overcoat and Other Stories from the North SJÓN 2018-10-09
The best fiction from across the Nordic region, selected and introduced by Sjon
- Iceland's internationally renowned writer. This exquisite anthology collects
together the very best fiction from across the Nordic region. Travelling from
cosmopolitan Stockholm to the remote Faroe Islands, and from Denmark to
Greenland, this unique and compelling volume displays the thrilling diversity
of writing from these northern nations. Selected and introduced by Sjon, The
Dark Blue Winter Overcoat includes both notable authors and exciting new
discoveries. As well as an essential selection of the best contemporary
storytelling from the Nordic countries, it's also a fascinating portrait of
contemporary life across the region. The perfect book to curl up with on a cold
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winter's evening.
Astrid Lindgren Jens Andersen 2018-02-27 The first English†‘language biography
of Astrid Lindgren provides a moving and revealing portrait of the beloved
Scandinavian literary icon whose adventures of Pippi Longstocking have
influenced generations of young readers all over the world. Lindgren’s
sometimes turbulent life as an unwed teenage mother, outspoken advocate for the
rights of women and children, and celebrated editor and author is chronicled in
fascinating detail by Jens Andersen, one of Denmark’s most popular biographers.
Based on extensive research and access to primary sources and letters, this
highly readable account describes Lindgren’s battles with depression and her
personal struggles through war, poverty, motherhood, and fame. Andersen
examines the writer’s oeuvre as well to uncover the secrets to the books’
universal appeal and why they have resonated so strongly with young readers for
more than seventy years.
Numbered Days Alexandra Garbarini 2006-01-01 Terrorist attacks regularly
trigger the enactment of repressive laws, setting in motion a vicious cycle
that threatens to devastate civil liberties over the twenty-first century. In
this clear-sighted book, Bruce Ackerman peers into the future and presents an
intuitive, practical alternative. He proposes an 'emergency constitution' that
enables government to take extraordinary actions to prevent a second strike in
the short run while prohibiting permanent measures that destroy our freedom
over the longer run. Ackerman's 'emergency constitution' exposes the dangers
lurking behind the popular notion that we are fighting a war on terror. He
criticizes court opinions that have adopted the war framework, showing how they
uncritically accept extreme presidential claims to sweeping powers. Instead of
expanding the authority of the commander-in-chief, the courts should encourage
new forms of checks and balances that allow for decisive, but carefully
controlled, presidential action during emergencies. In making his case,
Ackerman explores emergency provisions in constitutions ranging from France to
South Africa, retaining aspects that work and adapting others. He shows that no
country today is well equipped to both fend off terrorists and preserve
fundamental liberties, drawing particular attention to recent British reactions
to terrorist attacks. Written for thoughtful citizens throughout the world,
this book is democracy's constitutional reply to political excess in the
sinister era of terrorism.
Diaries of the Lost: What Are You Hiding?
Tolstoy's Diaries Volume 2: 1895-1910 R. F. Christian 2015-02-19 An important
and long-overdue contribution to our knowledge of Tolstoy.' D. M. Thomas,
Sunday Times Volume 2 of Tolstoy's Diaries covers the years 1895-1910. These
Diaries were meticulously edited by R.F. Christian so as to reflect Tolstoy's
preoccupations as a writer (his views on his own work and that of others), his
development as a person and as a thinker, and his attitudes to contemporary
social problems, rural life, industrialisation, education, and later, to
religious and spiritual questions. Christian introduces each period with a
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brief and informative summary of the main biographical details of Tolstoy's
life. The result is a unique portrait of a great writer in the variegation of
his everyday existence. 'As a picture of the turbulent Russian world which
Tolstoy inhabited these diaries are incomparable - the raw stuff not yet
processed into art.' Anthony Burgess 'A model of scholarship, one of the most
important books to be published in recent years.' A. N. Wilson, Spectator
Devil Dogs George Clark 2013-03-18 In telling the story of the extraordinary
contributions of the U.S. Marines in World War I, this now-classic history
examines the Corps’ entire experience in France. Now available in paperback,
the book is a valuable resource for data, especially details about each unit
and how they functioned. Bolstered with information from official documents as
well as published and unpublished memoirs, readers follow the Marines from
their recruitment, through training and shipment overseas, to the horrors of
trench warfare. The famous battle at Belleau Wood is fully examined, along with
the lesser known campaigns at Blanc Mont and Meuse River, and the critical
engagements at Verdun, Marbache, and St. Mihiel. Readers learn how the 4th
Marine Brigade earned the nickname “Devil Dogs” and why their experiences
helped forge the Corps’ identity. It is a new addition to the Leatherneck
Classics series.
100 Children's Books Colin Salter 2020-04-03 An amazing guide to some of the
most beloved, original, inspiring, hysterical, heart-warming, compelling, rude
and downright scary books that have enchanted children the world over. In 100
Children's Books That Inspired Our World, author Colin Salter surveys an
exceptional collection of truly groundbreaking children's books – from Mark
Twain's Tom Sawyer to the graphic novels of Dr. Seuss. All the classic
children's authors are represented with one stand-out book, plus mentions for
their best-known works. Ordered chronologically, the book showcases favourite
children's books ranging from Victorian classics to modern day bestsellers.
Books featured include: Alice in Wonderland, Treasure Island, Charlotte's Web,
A Series of Unfortunate Events, Matilda, Watership Down, Tales of Hans
Christian Anderson, Grimms Fairy Tales, Peter Pan, A Bear Called Paddington,
The Snowman, The Secret Garden, How to Train Your Dragon, Anne of Green Gables,
Harry Potter, James and the Giant Peach, The Gruffalo, Mr Men, Coraline,
Herge's Adventures of TinTin, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Nighttime, Finn Family Moomintroll, Swiss Family Robinson, Heidi, The Hobbit, The
Red Balloon, The Jungle Book, Mary Poppins, The Tale of Peter Rabbit, His Dark
Materials, The Railway Children, Noddy, The House at Pooh Corner, The Sheep
Pig, Stig of the Dump, Fungus the Bogeyman, Nancy Drew, The Hardy Boys, Secret
Seven, Famous Five, Black Beauty, The Diary of a Young Girl, The Boy in Striped
Pyjamas, Artemis Fowl and many more who lived happily ever after.
Henry ‘Chips’ Channon: The Diaries (Volume 2) Chips Channon 2021-09-09 The
second volume of the remarkable, Sunday Times bestselling diaries of Chips
Channon. This second volume of the bestselling diaries of Henry 'Chips' Channon
takes us from the heady aftermath of the Munich agreement, when the Prime
Minister so admired by Chips was credited with having averted a general
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European conflagration, through the rapid unravelling of appeasement, and on to
the tribulations of the early years of the Second World War. It closes with a
moment of hope, as Channon, in recording the fall of Mussolini in July 1943,
reflects: 'The war must be more than half over.' For much of this period,
Channon is genuinely an eye-witness to unfolding events. He reassures Neville
Chamberlain as he fights for his political life in May 1940. He chats to
Winston Churchill while the two men inspect the bombed-out chamber of the House
of Commons a few months later. From his desk at the Foreign Office he charts
the progress of the war. But with the departure of his boss 'Rab' Butler to the
Ministry of Education, and Channon's subsequent exclusion from the corridors of
power, his life changes - and with it the preoccupations and tone of the
diaries. The conduct of the war remains a constant theme, but more personal
preoccupations come increasingly to the fore. As he throws himself back into
the pleasures of society, he records his encounters with the likes of Noël
Coward, Prince Philip, General de Gaulle and Oscar Wilde's erstwhile lover Lord
Alfred Douglas. He describes dinners with members of European royal dynasties,
and recounts gossip and scandal about the great, the good and the less good.
And he charts the implosion of his marriage and his burgeoning, passionate
friendship with a young officer on Wavell's staff. These are diaries that bring
a whole epoch vividly to life.
Therapy Gone Mad Carol Lynn Mithers 1994-04-20 A fascinating journalistic
investigation into psychological, sexual, and physical abuse explores the cultlike community built by The Center for Feeling Therapy in California, whose
radical therapies had gained mainstream popularity until criminal charges began
to be filed.
The Natural History of Make-believe John Goldthwaite 1996 Chronicles three
centuries of children's literature ranging from Perrault's fairy tales to the
works of Maurice Sendak
Ecology of Fear Mike Davis 2022-02-15 A witty and engrossing look at Los
Angeles' urban ecology and the city's place in America's cultural fantasies
Earthquakes. Wildfires. Floods. Drought. Tornadoes. Snakes in the sea, mountain
lions, and a plague of bees. In this controversial tour de force of
scholarship, unsparing vision, and inspired writing, Mike Davis, the author of
City of Quartz, revisits Los Angeles as a Book of the Apocalypse theme park. By
brilliantly juxtaposing L.A.'s fragile natural ecology with its disastrous
environmental and social history, he compellingly shows a city deliberately put
in harm's way by land developers, builders, and politicians, even as the
incalculable toll of inevitable future catastrophe continues to accumulate.
Counterpointing L.A.'s central role in America's fantasy life--the city has
been destroyed no less than 138 times in novels and films since 1909--with its
wanton denial of its own real history, Davis creates a revelatory kaleidoscope
of American fact, imagery, and sensibility. Drawing upon a vast array of
sources, Ecology of Fear meticulously captures the nation's violent malaise and
desperate social unease at the millennial end of "the American century." With
savagely entertaining wit and compassionate rage, this book conducts a
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devastating reconnaissance of our all-too-likely urban future.
Ask Me Now Mike Pearson
Play and Playfulness Monisha Akhtar 2011 Appearing nearly forty years after the
last significant text on the topic, this book brings the psychoanalytic theory
on play truly up to date and elucidates its significance for clinical work with
the help of illustrative clinical vignettes.
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